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China is not only the second biggest economy in the world, it’s also the second
biggest bond market.1 No wonder that when China sneezes, investors in
emerging market (EM) bonds become nervous. But we believe there is no need
for panic – for three key reasons.

For a start, China’s economic prospects are not as challenging as they �rst
appear. 

Although the real estate sector remains weak, there are some bright spots
elsewhere. Domestic tourism is now higher than pre-Covid, and outbound
tourism is now back to over 50 per cent of 2019 levels (which also bene�ts the
rest of EM Asia, such as Macau, Hong Kong and Thailand). The service sector
more broadly is holding up well and public investment is strong.

Chinese authorities have also been proactive in shoring up growth. They have
reduced interest rates and provided support to the real estate sector. Mortgage
rates have been cut by 150 basis points from the peak and this tends to impact
borrowers with a lag, so the bene�ts have largely yet to materialise. At the
recent Politburo meeting, authorities pledged to step up counter-cyclical
measures, which could include plans to help young jobseekers and the easing
of purchase restrictions to support the real estate sector. The Politburo
meeting omitted the phrase "housing is for living, not for speculation
purposes" – an important signal.

Economists have recently downgraded Chinese growth projections for 2023,
with consensus expectations converging towards the o�cial forecast of 5 per
cent. Although this is lower than initial expectations (of around 6 per cent
a�er a very strong rebound in Q1), it is still a marked improvement compared
with last year.

This, in turn, should help emerging markets more broadly to retain an
attractive growth di�erential relative to their developed peers – to the bene�t
of EM sovereign and corporate bonds.
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Fig. 1 - Growth boost
GDP growth, % q/q annualised, and EM local currency performance

Source: Pictet Asset Management, CEIC, Re�nitiv. December 2002=100. Data covering period 01.01.2003-
27.07.2023.

We see the growth gap at around 4 ppts for this year and next. This is a
sizeable bu�er and thus, even if China’s growth was to fall short of current
expectations, the growth gap between EM and DM would still be signi�cant.

Our analysis shows that historically such a gap has been accompanied by the
appreciation of EM currencies versus the US dollar and general
outperformance of EM assets (see Fig. 1).

Fading dominance

Secondly, while China is clearly a very important part of the EM universe, its
dominance is not as strong as it once was. The fate of other emerging markets
has de-coupled from that of China in recent years in terms of both macro and
asset class performance.

Di�erent approaches to Covid-19 lockdowns and policy responses have
resulted in diverging paths for growth, rates, and in�ation. China locked down
more severely than many other countries. It is thus only now recovering
economically and has not seen the sharp rise in in�ation witnessed almost
everywhere else in the world, to varying degrees.

While other EM central banks, especially in Latin America, have proactively
raised interest rates over the past two years, the People’s Bank of China (PBOC)
has stayed on an easing path to support growth. Now, other EM central banks
are getting ready to ease monetary policy, which would potentially o�er a huge
boost for their local debt markets. Chinese assets won’t get such a marginal
boost as the PBOC is already in easing mode, although its current monetary
stance should be a slight positive rather than a hindrance to the general EM
monetary easing theme.

The divergence also underscores decreased dependence of other EM economies
on China through the commodity price link. Back in the 2000s, Chinese
demand for commodities was a major boost for the developing world given the
dominance of commodity exporters in the EM universe at the time. However,
nowadays, EM is a much more diverse group and has a much more balanced
ratio of commodity exporters and importers. Therefore, today’s lack of
commodity demand from China is much less of a problem for the rest of EM
than would have been the case 10 or 20 years ago.
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Fig. 2 - Diverse returns
Performance of select GBI total return country indices

Source: Pictet Asset Management, Bloomberg, JP Morgan. January 2023 = 100. Data covering period
01.01.2023-27.07.2023.

Not surprisingly, markets are also di�erentiating between Chinese assets and
those in other EM (see Fig. 2).

The JP Morgan Local Sovereign index, GBI-EM, is up 10.5 per cent year-to-date
in USD terms, whilst its China sub index is down 0.7 per cent over the same
period. This mirrors currency performance – while, for instance, LatAm
currencies have rallied this year, led by the Brazilian real, the Chinese
renminbi has lost 3.3 per cent versus the US dollar.2 

Opportunities beyond China

Thirdly, we see some very positive developments across the developing world,
which give rise to potentially rewarding investment opportunities.

Mexico is bene�ting from companies shi�ing production closer to the US
market. Real estate vacancy rates have dropped signi�cantly in major Mexican
cities, while asking rents are rising. Overall, we expect near-shoring to boost
Mexican exports by almost 3 per cent of GDP through near- and medium-term
opportunities. Similar trends are also at play in other Latin American
countries. Some of this investment is being diverted away from China due to
geopolitical tensions between Washington and Beijing. China’s loss, therefore,
will be the gain of other EM economies.

India and Indonesia, meanwhile, are both seeing an improvement in economic
growth, which is largely domestically driven. This bodes well not only for
sovereign debt, but also for credit in some sectors. Our EM credit teams
particularly like green energy companies in this region, as well as
infrastructure and transport in India and consumer companies in Indonesia.
Financials should do well as strong economic growth translates into increased
lending.

We are also seeing positive developments in some frontier markets. Nigerian
authorities have recently harmonised the country’s myriad exchange rates,
signalling a move to more focused and predictable monetary policy and a non-
interventionist currency regime. They have also cut expensive fuel subsidies,
raising the possibility of an improvement in Nigeria’s �scal balances, which in
turn should increase investor con�dence and capital in�ows into the country.

Zambia, meanwhile, has struck a breakthrough debt re�nancing deal, and
Ghana is expected to follow suit.
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For now, we believe some of these opportunities are more compelling than
those on o�er in China itself, where a number of our portfolios are positioned
more neutrally. We nonetheless think that in the medium term, China remains
an important part of a diversi�ed (EM) portfolio; its large domestic economy
allows it to tailor-make policies uncorrelated to developments elsewhere in the
world.

Currently, within China, we like the technology sector. There have been much
more friendly policy signals recently a�er three years of regulatory crackdown.
Conversely, we remain cautious on the real estate sector.

Overall, we believe China’s slowdown is manageable, especially as it has
already triggered further support from authorities, with the trough likely
behind us in Q2. Prospects for emerging market debt remain strong, with
some attractive opportunities to be found within China and many more
beyond it.

[1] Pictet Asset Management, IMF World Economics Outlook as of Oct 2020.
[2] Bloomberg as of 24.07.2023.
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